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Event Membership
In order to meet various legal and insurance requirements, SCANZ has a policy that nonmembers must sign in to events and be granted an Event Membership, valid for the duration
of the event. At some events this will attract a cost of $2.
Regardless of whether or not the event attracts this charge, the sign-in form must be filled out
by any individual entering a controlled area, for example a private event site, or the tourneyfield in a public park. Event Stewards are the people who manage this.
A copy of the sign-in sheet can be found here [1] [PDF].

Event Membership charge
Every person 18 years or older attending an SCA event who is not a Subscribing Member of
SCANZ or one of its affiliated bodies will be charged an event fee, which is currently set at $2.
The term "SCA event" means any in-garb event meeting the requirements of Corpora II.A. It
excludes regular activities such as monthly or weekly fighter practices, group business
meetings, informal classes, etc, as per Corpora II.B.
If an event does not normally have a fee, then this event fee does not have to be collected. If
you are not sure whether an activity is an "event" according to this definition, then contact the
SCA NZ Inc Committee at committee@sca.org.nz [2], who will decide the matter.
At the end of every quarter (September, December, March, June), the event fees collected by
the local group shall be remitted to the SCANZ Treasurer. Sign-in sheets carrying the details
of all people who signed into events during the quarter must be retained by the group Reeve
for three years, and forwarded to the Treasurer on request.

Exceptions
No College (University-affiliated) group will be required to collect or remit these funds, nor
shall this levy be collected at any event held by a College. However, sign-in sheets must still
be completed and retained.
Unless otherwise noted all content is copyright © The Society for Creative Anachronism, New
Zealand, Incorporated. Content may be freely copied for SCA purposes provided it is
distributed in whole and unedited. If you have any issues with this website please contact
the web administrator

(David Robb), or the Committee.
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